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NOTES ON THE T A-CH'ING BANK. 
(Hu Pu Bank). 
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HISTORY 
Origin of the Bank.- Memorials, Officers appointed.� 
Opening of the Bank.- Branch-offices.-Competition 
successfully opposed.-Attitude of the Shansi banks. 
Origin of' the Dank. 
. The so much vaunted Chinese science of banking 
was an old, decrepit system with one redeeming featu�e� 
transfer of capital by credit-which, being nothing 
.more than a natural consequence of the Chinese spirit 
of solidarity, had clumsily gone on for centuries wi­
thout showing the le<lst sign of improvement, 
Very little did Chinese bankers of the old time 
concern themselves about the life-distributing function 
• of capital : healthy circulation or putrid stagnaQcy, no
matter, as long as sufficient spoil remained jn their
clutches. True, they understood the use of credit docu-.
ments, but not the use of credit, which was sometimes
lavishly distributed, and then suddenly withdrawn when
most needed : in time of stringency the famous Shansi
bankers disappear; instead of facing the storm which
they have often brought ob'out .by their own ignorance,
they take their belongings and go, th�s aggravating
the situation and precipitating the ruin of less cunning
ones.
As to Currency, it was very simple: One national
coin, the. copper cash� issued without any meth.od by
the Government, and which, immediately on en­
tering the circulation, became the property, the tool,
of a special class of bank-:,, the cash shops. Under
penalty of death, the smelting of the Sovereign's coin
was fo�bidden, but helping the circulation with the
-!-
addition ot fasified coins was a slight offence, if an of­
fence at all. The official cash was sometimes ridicu­
lously above its nominal value, sometimes much below, 
while the false cash had hardly any value at all. Good 
. and bad, they all went pell-mell on one string: under 
these conditions the cash shops could not help making 
deductions for quality, .weight, cost of stringing, etc., 
and thousands of so-called banks were thriving with a 
capital hardly exceeding that of a boot-black in Wes­
tern lands. 
Silver coins were · being struck now and then at 
some of the Provincial mints, but their use .was limi­
ted to the immediate neighbourhood of Treaty ports 
and they were practica.lly unknown in the country at 
large. 
Such was the situation when, by the Mackay, 
Treaty of September 1902, China agreed to take the • 
necessary steps to ·provide for a uniform nadonal coi­
nage. In this anticipation, high officials, headed by 
H. E. Na Tung ( since president of several Ministries, 
Grand Secretary, e�c.) had already been sent to Japan 
·to study the principles of foreign currency. They ca­
me back with wonderful tales of the Japanese banking
system and strongly advocated the establishment of
a Chinese Central Bank to issue the new coin and re-
.gulate its circulation. Thus originated the Ta Ch'ing
Bank.
Memorial of' the �8th. Day. I11t. Moon, 30th. 
Year of'Kuang Hsil. 
In a memorial presented by the Council of Fi­
·nance ( Ts'ai Cheng ch'u) and· the Board of Revenue
'(}:-Iu Pu) on the 14th. March 1904, was made the
first proposal to establish a Central National Barik
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under the control of the Hu Pu; its· pricipal objec�. 
would be to aid in the circulation of the _new curren_cy
,"
_ 
doing away with brokers, etc., in the issue _61 coins. _It. 
would also be a connecting link bdween the numerous . 
private banks and c·ash · shops, and might be made 
use· of by the Govf!rnment in distributing its surplus 
or tiding over possible deficits. 
This was approved by the Throne. 
Memorial and Regulation• 
or the 3rd. Moon� 30th. Year. 
Regulations were immediately prepared by the Hu 
Pu and submitted to the Throne a few weeks later 
( 3rd. moon). The memorial which enclosed them 
stated again · the necessity of establishing the Bank. at 
once ; branch offices should be opened in all the Pro­
vinces as soon as sufficient Chinese assistance could be 
secured; Foreigners were precluded from the beginning 
as being too expensive and too much inclined to grasp 
power. 
Th'e possibility of giving the Bank, at some f�ture 
date, a monopoly of note issue was hinted ; but, as the 
memorialists said, misunderstandings had always exis­
ted in China between officials and merchants, and the 
mismanagement of previous Government notes had ma­
de the people suspicious. For these reasons it was not 
recommendable for the present to stop the private issue 
of notes, but an effort would be made to restore con­
fidence in view of the future. 
Difficulties were foreseen: the Bank"must establish 
uniformity of coinage; this · would deprive money 
sharks of a long-enjoyed control and interfere with the 
principal source of revenue of certain officials; Foreign 
banks in China would be jealous of their. 11:cw rivat'; , 
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'(he following branch offices were successivel_y ope.ned ·: 
PLAcg DATE OF OPE "1KG. SUPERITENDANT. 
TIENTSIN. October 1905. Hsi Lien. 
( Chihli) (� . ) 
SHANGHAI. Do. Li Ta-chiln. (1) 
( 1$.iiangsu ) (f'=J-x�) 
Serretary, 
Board or Revenue. 
' HANKOW October 1906. Chia Hung-pin. (1) 
( Hupeh ) ( Jl :41 i:) 
Secretary, 
Bo:ird of Revenue. 
CH'INAN. January 1907. Chu Chan-k'o. 
( Shantung) ( * r!i fjf)
Prefect. 
KALGAN. Do. Wang Chien. 
I Chihli) 
( :E � \ :
MouKOEN March 1907. Pao Ju. 
( Manchuria) Ui tm) 
Sec. Boarcl of 
Civil Office. 
NEWCHWANG Do. Wang I. (2)
( Manchuria) ( 3: f¥) 
Secretary 
Board of Revenue. 
URGA. October 1907. Ku Ju-vung. 
I Mongolia) (�to•) 
Secretary 
Board of Revenue. 
CHUNGKING. April 1908. Liu Yu-t'ai. 
( Szechuen) (fl}$�) Reader of 
the Han Lio. 
1) Since June 190i. /2) Supersed din February 19Q8. 
MANAGER. 
Ni Ssu-hung. 
( 1Yl.� 1t:) 
Chiao Fa-y�. 
(� R �) 
Wang 
Wen-kuang. 
(.:£1(�) 
Huang 
T'ung-nien. 
( 1t #i) -�) 
Ni Wen-yu. 
( & � £I:) 
Chang 
Chao-wen. 
(�JkBff�) 
Kuan 
Kuo-jung. 
(U (I • ) .. 
Wang 
Ping-chun. 
( x ��) 
Yeh Chao-tun 
(�BB:tt) 
-6-
Thrce sub-offices are also in activity: Paoting (Chihli), 
Chou Ts'un ( Shan,tung ), and Anlung ( Manchuria ), 
besides a number of places where the Bank is repre-
sented by native banks. . 
The opening of more branch offices is under con­
sideration and will probably take place in 1908. They 
are : 
Canton ( J\uangtung ). 
Nan king ( Kiangsu ) 
Foochow ( Fuhkien ). 
�angchow ( Chehkiang) 
K'aifeng (-Honan). 
Kirin ( Manchuria ). 
Taiyuan ( Shansi ) 
N anch'ang ( Kiangsi ). 
Ch'angsha (Hunan). 
Cempetltlon Suc�e•af"ully Oppoae cl. 
As soon as the Bank was known to be a profitable 
undertaking, a great boom setin in the banking business. 
Every Board, every Province, wanted its own establis­
hment: Banks of Commerce, Banks of Industry, Banks 
of Railways, Savings'Banks, the air was ringing with 
Banks 
· In May 1906, the Ministry of Commerce (Shang Pu)
began the movement with a memorial to the Throne, 
saying that in China, as capital was scattered, it was 
difficult to gather the large amounts necessary to perform 
extensive public works; the Bank of the Hu Pu was 
properly nothing more than a bank of issue and, 
according to the example set by foreign countries, a 
Commercial and Industrial Bank should be established, 
which would be under the control of the Ministry·of 
Commerce. The capital proposed was$ 1 o, ooo, ooo, to
be subscribed in halves by the said Ministry and by 
the public. 
To this the Board of Revenue strongly objected. 
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It is true, they said, that in foreign countries the 
Central Bank is more especially charged with the 
administration of the Currency, issue of banknotes, 
transfer of public funds, etc·., and that, besides the 
Central Bank, there are General, Industrial, and 
Savings'Banks; but these have to submit to laws which 
place them un�er the control of the Ministry of Finance 
of the country. In China, laws on the subject have not 
yet been promulgated, and until they are, it is dangerous 
to let any bank be established independently of the 
Board of Revenue. 
This argument was approved by the Throne and 
the Ministry of Commerce had to wait; as also did the 
others, who were ready to imitate the first petitioners 
if they had been successful. 
At last the long-expected Banking Law was promulga­
ted on the 1 7 th. February 1908. A few days later, the 
3rd. March, the Ministry of Communications (Yu Ch'uan 
Pu) opened the cc General Bank of Communications» 
(� tffi. j! fj) whose principal business will consist in 
handling railway funds. One or two at least of the other 
Boards will probably -imitate the ·Yu Ch.'uan Pu before 
long. 
Attltu�e of'" the Shansl Danker•. 
Strange to say, there is no apparent opposition from 
the powerful Shansi Bankers. The advent of the Ta 
Ch'ing Bank has damaged to no small extent their old 
monopoly of remittances and other transactions for 
the account of the· Government, and, as their· young 
rival is continually developing and opening new branches 
in.all directions, the day is not far off when the Shansi 
Banks will have nothing more to do with Government 
money. Still they seem unc?ncerned and, with -rhc 
_.;.. s·-=-
exception of a few local quarrels, no str�ggle has taken 
pla:ce. The Shami Bankers as a body are quiet, and one 
may wonder. .. Is it resignation before the ineluctable? ... 
or Bismarck's grin before the Paris Commune? ... 
ORGANIZATION. 
General.- Capital.- Administration and Management.­
Official Control.- Shareholders; their rights, meetings, 
etc.- Re�erves.- Profits; how distributed, etc. 
General. 
The original name was « Hu Pu Yin-hang» (J:i $ 
Ifft), or Bank of the Board of Revenue, and is now 
<< 'ra Ch'ing Yin-hang» ( -1( rr,r jl fr), .Bank of the Great 
Ch'ing Dynasty, meaning simply the Bank of the Stat�. 
The association is declared to be a Joint Stock 
Li�ited Company to function for twenty years; later 
this was c�anged to thirty years, to count from the 
date of opening, 27 th. September 1905. 
The original regulations were framed and published 
before they had been well matured. They were based 
on, or rather copied from the Japanese banking laws. 
Since then, the rules and statutes of all the principal 
Banks of issue in Europe have been translated by the 
Chinese legations abroad and sent to Peking. Much 
good is found in them; I am told for instance by an 
officer of the Bank that the Jaws and decrees concerning 
the Bank of France are particularly appreciated ( but 
this may be meant simply as a compliment to my 
nationality). This explains why changes occur now and 
then which have not bee_n published and are slightly at 
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variance with the origjnal regulations. Also, unforeseen 
circumstances have brought other alterations; in the 
distribution of profits for instance, no provision was 
made for the business managers; it had to be done later 
when business managers were added to the staff as being 
an essential condition of success. 
The dissolution of the association will take place 
should the Ministry of Finance or the representatives of 
the shareholders find that losses have been incurred 
amounting to orie half of the capital. The balance of 
assets must then be divided between the shareholders 
to the pro rata of their shares. ( Regulations of 1904 ): 
Capital. 
The capital was originally 4, ooo, ooo k'u p'ingTaels, 
divided in 40, ooo shares of I oo Taels each; one half 
. was subscribed by the State, and the other half offered 
to the public, Foreigners excepted. 2 5 Taels per share 
were to be called immediately and the balance later as 
required. 
In the beginning some difficulty was experienced in 
floating the private issue, and official funds had first to 
be drawn upon. An Imperial Edict of August 1905 sanc­
tioned the advance by the Board of Revenue of 500, ooo 
Taels, rep re sen ting the first call of 1 / 4 on the State's 
shares. 
Still the commercial class viewed the new scheme 
with suspicion; they would neither invest their money 
in, or enter into business transactions with the Bank. 
As soon as those in charge realized the threatening 
danger of a general boycott_, they called in the assistance 
of a few merchants of high standing, mostly priyate 
bankers, giving them a title somewhat equivalent to that
- iO-,-
of ,.business managers>>. Under the new arrangement 
the officials were to exercise simply a general control and 
abstain from -interfering with th_e_details of the work. 
The business managers, well paid and treated with 
consideration, smoothed the way between the two an­
tagonist classes, mandarins and merchants. In the 
summer of 1 906, private subscribers began to come 
forward, and by the beginning of 1907 the total number 
of shares had been applied for. 
A first instalment of 5o Taels was immediately 
called on the private ·shares, and another of 25 Taels 
on the State's shares, which brought the paid-up ca­
pital to TWO MILLION k'u p'ing Taels. This sum 
proved sufficient until the beginning of i 908, when 
increase of business and prosperity made an increase 
of capital necessary; consequently the final instalment_ 
of 2,000,000 Taels was called this year, in March, 
and the shares are now entirely paid. Besides, a new 
issue of 60, ooo shares was decided upon, again equally 
divided between the State and the public. This will 
make the total capital TEN MILLION K'U P,ING 
TAELS. 
The new shares are offe;-ed at par to the original 
shareholders, at the rate of 1 1 /2 new to each original 
one. As these are nearly twice above par value, no 
trouble is anticipated in floating the new issue. 
Administration and Management. 
According to the original regulations of the Bank, 
and to the banking law of 1908, the board of direction 
of the Ta Ch'ing Bank is composed of: 
(a) A Governor (I) ( IE .ffi!. ff )
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(q) A Deputy Gov�rnor ( 1) ( MtJ Ii ii )
both appointed by the Emperor, on the recom­
mendation of the Ministry of Finance, for a term
of five years. They belong to the official class. No
salary is allowed them at present, but they are
entitled to a certain share in the annual profits.
( c ) Four Dh·ectors ( }11! $) 
elected at the General Meeting among shareholders 
owning I oo shares at least. Their appointment 
must be confirmed by the Ministry of Finance. 
They hold· their office for a term of four years and 
may be re-elected (2). 
The Board of Direction meet several times a month 
for the transaction of current business. They appoin� 
the managers and other subordinates, decide as to 
their contracts, bop.ds, salaries, etc., and frams regu­
lations for the routine work of the Bank. 
Besides the Board of Direction, ther are :· 
Three Inspectors ( _\t m,) 
elected at the General Meeting among shareholders, 
possessing forty shares at least. No confirmation 
of their appointment by the Ministry of Finance 
is necessary. Their term of office is for three years .. 
and they may also be re-elected ( 3). 
Two Official Supervisors ( � JJl! 'g) 
appointed by the Emperor on the recommendation 
of the Ministry of Finance. They have· a right of 
(1) For!flerly called Jrn ffi J}Jl
( z) The first election took place at the .General Meeting of May 
1908; there had been neither Directors nor Inspectors before. 
13) According to the regulations of 1904, decisions takenby the 
Board of Directors must, before they may become operative, 
pe endorsed by the Body Qf Inspectors.
-i!-
investigation anywhere and at any time, and may 
be pr�sent at all meetings, either of the share­
holders or Board of Direction·. 
All the above named officials,-Governor and De­
puty, Directors, Inspectors and Official Supervisors-, 
should meet once a month. 
Branch Offices are each under the administration 
and management of 
A Superintendant ( 11 �J?) 
appointed by the Emporor on the re.commendation 
of the Bank, for a term of five years after which 
he may be re-appointed. Superintendants are 
usually chosen among the Secretaries of the Mi­
nistry of Finance, and are always of the offici�l 
class. 
A Manager (*I�) 
a-ppointed by the Board of Direction and reported
to the Ministry of Finance. He has to sign a
contract and a bond and to deposit � money se­
curity. He is a subordinate of the So/iJerintendant, 
but nevertheless, and for techni9al reasons, in 
full charge of the work. He i,s, of course, a 
merchant by class. The managers are well paid; 
besides a monthly salary they receive 20 °lo of the 
profits of their office and probably other per­
quisites. 
· Some offices have also a sub-manager. (161, �).
Official Control. 
The Bank is under the· protection of the State. 
( Regulations of 1904). 
This protection, and control, is thus exercised 
through the Ministry of Finance : 
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vernor, Deputy Governor and Official Supervisors, 
and power to send at any time other officials for 
investigation into the affairs of the Bank; ( b) Right 
to confirm or reject ·the Directors elected by the share­
holders ; ( c) Inspection of a quarterly balance sheet-
2. On branch offices: Appointment' of the Superin­
tendants. 
It has been of-ten said that a bank which would
not be absolutely independent from official interference 
was bound to fail in its object,-that private capital 
would not come were a high Government. official on the 
Board of Direction,-more still, that the one essential 
condition of success would be the admixture of for_eign · 
management with power at least equal to Chinese 
management, this being the only means of ensuring 
perfect independence from undue official interference. 
On the contrary we find that the only officers 
entirely independent are the three Inspectors. 
It may be a little early to predict the future of 
the Bank under these conditions; at any rate 'the ill­
omened prophets have failed so far in their prediction : 
the Bank, almost entirely under official control, and wi­
thout a shadow of foreign assistance, has already 
secured a fair amount of private capital, as much as it 
wants at present, and this fact alone bids well for the 
future. 
As to undue official interference, the following 
little episode, taken from original correspondence pu­
blished in the native press of Shangha.i, is instructive: 
During the famine of r 906-07, the Liang,-Kiang 
Viceroy, in need of funds for the relic;:! of his starvin·g 
population, had sent a taot'ai to the Shanghai branch 
of the Ta Ch'ing Bank with the object of negotiating 
-H-
a loan of ·400,000 Taels; the total was to be refunded 
within three years, and the .security offered by the 
Viceroy was, besides his official seal, a certain revenue 
of the salt tax. It was also hinted that the Shanghai 
Customs would go as joint security in case the salt 
tax should be insufficient. Negotiations were taken up 
on this basis, but broke off as soon as the Bank dis­
covered that the Customs revenue could not be pled­
egd by the provincial authorities, and the loan was 
refused. Bitter articles were then circulated in the 
native press, accusing the Bank of told indifference to 
the misery of the starying people and insulting distrust 
towards the Nation's high officials. However the Bank· 
maintained a firm stand and refused to be influen.:ed 
either by public opinion or by the official capacity of 
the would-be borrower. 
8hnreholder111 ; Their Rlght11, Meeting-., etc. 
The fundamental principle of the association is 
perfect equality of treatment for all shareholders, 
whether officials or private individuals. The State may 
not withdraw its capital before the dissolution of the 
society, neither shall it borrow it from the Bank; if 
such an attempt is made the Bank has the right to 
oppose it for the sake of general interests. ( Regula­
tions of 1904). 
No sate or transfer of shares can be effected without 
the sanction of the Board of Direction. This means 
naturally that any intending shareholder whose influen­
ce would be considered contrary to the Bank's policy 
may be rejected. Foreigners are excluded. 
A general meeting is held once a year in Peking, 
in the spring; all the shareholders may take part, on 
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the condition that they have been duly register�d for 
at least one month before the meeting. 
One half of the shareholders, representing at th� 
minimum one half of the total shares, and one half of 
the headquarters'high officers, form a quorum. 
The Governor of the Bank or, in his absence, the 
Deputy Governor, is chairman of the meeting. If both 
are absent a chairman is elected from amongst the 
shareholders. In case of equality of votes, the;: chair­
man's vote is casting. 
The system of distribution of votes is complicated: 
From 1 to 1 o shares, 1 vote per share. 
1 1 to 1 oo - , 1 vote per Io shares in excess 
of the first Io. 
1 o I shares and upwards, 1 vote per each 20 shar�s 
in excess of the first 1 oo. 
Thus, the owner of Io shares has 1 o votes. 
from 1 1 to 20 share� 1 1 votes. 
from 18 1 to 200 shares 24 votes, a.pd so on. 
Voting by proxy is allowed. 
The General Meeting transacts the following b1:1-
siness ( 1 ): 
· · 1. Elects the Directors and Inspectors.
2. Proposes fines or dismissal, in the case of any
member of the staff guilty of negligence etc. ; the 
final decision is taken by the Ministry of Finance. 
3. Inspects the accounts etc., and in case of d·iscre­
pency either in the accounts or in the application 
of the statutes, may depute a commission of three 
shareholders to have a detailed inquiry. 
( 1) Tw� General Meetings have so far taken place,: �n the.·. 2nd.
June 1907 and 3rd, May. 1908. 
- i6 �
4. Makes suggestions regarding any changes in the
s:apital ; the final decision is taken by the Ministry· of 
Finance. 
'.Extraordinary meetings of the shareholders may 
be convened at any time at the request of, either all 
the Inspector�, or at feast 5o shareholders representing 
a minimum ef one tenth of the total shares. All the 
questions usually coming before the General Meeting 
may be put to the extraordinary meeting, on the 
condition that they have ·been notified to the Bank 
three days in advance. 
Re&ervea. 
On the half yearly settlement of accounts, after 
deduction of the fixed dividend and of all current 
expenses, one tenth at least of the clear profits gees 
to the reserve. ( Regulations of 1904 ). 
For the first working period extending from 
September 1905 to the 12th. February 1907, K. P. 
Taels 36, 1 oo.35o were put to the reserve; and for 
the second period ending I st. February 1908, K. P. 
Taels 80,233. 330. 
Profit& ; Ho,v Dl&trlbuted, etc. 
The �ccounts are balanced half vearly and a fixed 
dividend of 6 �/0 per annum is paid to the capital, 
providing the profits made allow it. 
After deduction of the dividend, salaries and other 
current. expenses, the balance of profits should bethus divided : 
1/1oth. to the reserve. 
1/1oth. to the Bank's officers as a gratuity. 
8/ 1 oths. to the shareholders as a bonus. ( 1) 
(1) Regul,.tions 0( 1904. This had to b_e altered when business
managers were engaged; they receive 2 tenths of the profits.
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The _profits for the first period extending from 
the 27th. September 1905 to the 12th. February 1907, 
were, after deduction of the 6 °/o dividend : ( 1) 
1st. 1/2year· 2nd. 1 /2 year 3rd. 1/2. year Total. 
ending 24. 1 .06. end. 19. 8. 06 end. 12. 2.07 .,,, 
PEKING Kp.T.20.778.000 48 407.544 87.591.210 156.776.754 
TIENTSIN. I 0.834_.850 27.487.040 So 831.510 89. l 53.400
HANGHAI. � " -7.7. 9 . .:,n 26 43 I .286 95.747.183 129937.8'1.l 
HANKOW. IO. I 18. l 17 10. I l 8. I 7
T OTAL: K.P.Tls.39."72.202 102.325.870 2-44. 288.020 385 .986.092 
A first deduc.tion was made of moneys spent on 
land, buildings,. etc., for offices Tls. 1 5,5o 1 .940 
Carried to the following year's acc. - 20,333.788 
Placed to reserve : 36, 1oo,35o 
Tis. 7 i ,936.078 
This left a net balance of 3 14,0 5o .o 14 Taels ap­
portioned as follows : 
2/ 1 oths. to the managers and staff of the 
difterent offices (as per contract) Tls. 62,810.014 
I/ 1 oth. to the Superintendants and to certc1in 
members of the headquarters' staff: Tls. 31,405 .o 1 o 
7 / I oths. to shareholders, in proportion 
to the date of issue of shares : Tl�. 219,834.990 
314,050.014 
(1) General Meeting of 1907; report to shareholders.
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A memorial of the Ministry of Finance dated the 
17. Aµgust 1907 further.gives the following informa­
tion: 
Profits alloted to the State's shares : 
Interest at G , lo 
Bonus: 
Total: 
Tis. 49,866.670 
I 94, l I 0.885 
243,977.555 
If Tis, 49,866.670 repressent 6 °/, on a certain capi­
tal for, roughly, a year's working, a simple calculation 
shows that the total remuneration of the State' shares, 
i.e.243,977.555 Taels is 29.35 °/c, a very fair profit
for a beginning, even in China ( 1 ). 
The pro fl.ts for the second year, 1 go 7, were an­
nounced at the General Meeting of the 3rd. Mai 1 go 
They are nearly douolc the profits of 1906 : 
I l) The total dividend paid to the capital, ofticial and private
'is no.t given, but may be approximately arrived at:
Tata! bonus: Tis. 219.88+ 
Bonus t<• official shares : 1�4,r 10 
The difference 25,724. 
is evidently the bonus on private shar�s. 
The bonus as well as the dividend having been calculated from 
the time of issue of the shares. the same proportion exists bet­
ween bonus and dividend in both cases, official and private : 
Dividend paid to the official shares : 49,866. 
Therefore 194.1 t0=49,866 --- ---
25,724 � 
or ( in round numbers) x= 25 :"49=6.314.Taels as di-
194 
vidend to private shareholders, and 49,866f6,Sr4=56,18o Taels 
as total dividend paid. 
--
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Profits in 190G. Profils in Hl07. Increase in 1907. 
PEKl�G. Tls.156, 776.754 ( Tls.303.0H mo
'J'IENTSIN. 89, 153 .400 ' 186.8;)9.030 
�IIANG�AI. 129,937.82 1 ,(2) 285: 123. 740 
HANKO\\'. J0,118.117 { 57,415.410
1 CmNA�. 37 .o� 1 240 
K..\LGA�. 13, t:W.760 
MouKDE�- 18.870.510 
TOTAL: Tls.385,986.092 !JO 1, -'J6:J. 880 I 
Tls. t •rn, 266.436 
97. 705.630
l;);l, 18.i.�19
47,297.293
37.02U40
'13,130.760
18,870.510
515,477.788 
The U rga and Chungking offices being newly ope­
ned, their accounts were not submitted to the meeting. 
Newchwang's profits were sunk in losses incur­
red on the occasion of a big Chinese failure in which 
the Ba11k was involved. This cost the local Superinten­
dant and Manager their official heads. 
The distribution of profits for this year was similar 
to that of 1906, the only interesting feature being the 
foundation of a second restrve for the equalization of 
dividends, with Tis. 28,800.450. The dividend and 
bonus to shareholders totalled again 3o 0/o• Tls. 96,956. 
640 were 1 carried over to profit account, and Tis. 
80,233.330 to the Reserve. 
(1) Including a balance of Tls. 20,338.788 reported from 1�106
- 20 -
WORKING. 
Issue of coins and reform of the Currency.- Issue of 
notes.- Transfer of funds.- Deposits.- Loans.­
Savings' Bank.- Patriotic subscription. 
1 ... 111ue of" Coins and Ref'orm of' ti,e Currency. 
The original<< raison d'etre,, of the Bank, the motive 
which, after the Mackay treaty, sent high Chinese offi­
cials abroad and attracted Foreign economists of mark 
to China,- the Reform of the Curr�ncy,- though 
occupying now a second place only in the cares of the 
Bank, has not been entirely lost sight of. 
In the· summer and 1:1utumn of 1907 the famous 
« Tang-shih ti Ta-ch'ien,, ( &" + fl!J jdi) were bought 
back by t�e Government to be melted and transformed 
into new copper cents. The Ta Ch'ing Bank wa6 in. 
charge of the operation, bought the Ta-ch'ien by weight 
and made, it is said, a fair profit for itself. However 
Peking is now rid of this good old coin of which one 
was worth two, tryed to represent ten, and was called 
twenty ( 1 ). 
( 1) They had been issued as representing ten cash, but soon
depreciated to 2 cash.- The convention of always multiplying by
10 and saying or writing 1000 when 100 was mean1, was evidently 
introduced by money dealers with the object of making their dark 
ways still more obscure to the public; this is a simple case, but 
the system is often appiied in a different shape in more difficult 
combinations, and to those who wish to study this typical sort of 
Chinese puzzles, the regulations of the bankers' guilds in the 
different cities will offer a splendid field. 
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The Governor of the Bank estimated at threcmillion 
Taels' worth the amount of Ta-ch'ien in circulation in 
Peking. They were bought. at the rate of 180 Taels 
(weight) of coins for 1 Tael of silver. 
In the Capital the issue of copper coins is now 
under the management of a sub-department of the 
Bank, a cash shop called the « Fu T'ung Yin-hao))· ( f.l 
ffi ffl lb!), established for that purpose sometime in 
1906. The coins are sent. by the Tientsin mint to the 
Tu Chih pu and then handed over to the <c Fu T'ung» 
which issues them through its two offices to the other 
cash shops and general public. The daily issue is said 
to average about 20,000 cents, but this is difficult to 
ascertain. 
The ,1 Fu T'ung,, does also a general exchange 
\ business in notes and silver; it takes its daily rates in 
the ordinary way at the «Ch'ien-shih)) or meetin� of 
money dealers, and deducts a fixed commission of 7 �er 
mill either way, buying or selling. 
Reforming the currency, especially the lower copppr 
currency, is no small undertaking and those in chayge 
well know that a front attack by the Bank 0n the m'any 
. obstacles that block the way would mean the Bank's 
own ruin. I will not attempt to enumerate here the 
kind of obstacles, but a typical exemple ·is interesting : 
· The over issue of copper cents had depreciated
their val us by 3o or 40 °lo; prices had raised in proportion 
and in Peking the people were dissatisfied. A kind 
hearted Edict of the 14th. · February 1908 suddenly 
ordered the Ministry of Finance to devote 500,000 
Taels to the rel id of the Peking money market; copper 
coins were to be bought back until they had appreciated 
again to a certain standard; the importation of outside 
coins to the Capital was forbidden. 
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From the beginning of the year until the 14th. 
Febru?ry the market price had ranged between 193 and 
199 copper cents to the silver tael, and on the 14th. 
it rea�hed 200. As might have been expected (and was 
expected by well informed speculators), the morning 
after the Edict it had suddenly fallen to 187, then to 
165 on the 16th., 163 on the , 7th., and it remained 
thereabout while the 500,000 T�els were being spent 
to keep it down. 
At the same time, exchange in Peking being 160 
or 165, in Tien tsin and Pao ting it was ranging from 
1 go to 200, with only a small fall of 3 or 4 °/0 within a 
· few days after the Edict. When one thinks of the short
distance ,and easy communications betwe�n these places 
and Peking, one may realize what sort of repression 
must have been necessary to prevent the Tientsin 
merchant, peddlar., clerk or latourer, from buying cents 
in Tientsin and seUing them in Peking, thereby making 
in 8 few hours a profit of 1 o to 20 °Jo. However severe 
the· prevention, this traffic could not be absolutely 
stopped: here a cartload of flour was found to contain 
several thousand ((tiao»; somewhere else a railway 
employe was arrested· for carrying a few hundred cents; 
the polke were on. the alert, and a sh�pkeeper, by 
simply taking his receipts of the day to the next cash 
shop was risking his pro·perty and even his liberty (, ). 
The Ta Ch'ing Bank does not directly interfere 
with this state of affairs, but is gathering strength in 
other directions whicn will enable it to gradually grapple 
with these difficulties. 
( 1) By Imperial Edict of the 29th. March 1908 the coining of
copper cents is stopped i,n all the Min�s of t�e Empire. At the end
of April the rate of exchange in Peking is about r 5 5 cents per Tael.
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The Bank is also in charge of the issue of silver 
coins. In Peking and Tientsin it does this directly on 
behalf of the Tientsin mint, following the market rate. 
There is nothing of special interest in the transaction. 
In the beginning it had been intended to €.stablish 
in Peking a smelting house ( Lu Fang) as a dependency 
of the Bank, but the idea has been given up and the 
silver ingots of the Bank, when they require re-melting, 
are handed to some of the many (<Lu Fang» already in 
existence. 
la11ue or note•. 
The Bank issues notes of three kinds: 
1. Silver note.s, (m �, Yin P'iao) of 28 denominations
frorn I to I 000 Taels.
2. Dollar notes, (iJ; �, Ch'ao P'iao), of three deno­
minations only,$ 1,5, and 10. 
3. Cash notes, (a �' Ch'ien P'iao ), or rather copper
cent notes� of 2, 3, 4, 5, and Io <<tiao».
Note5 nre issued by the Peking, Tientsin, Hankow, 
Ch'inan, Moukden, and (probably) U rga offices. In oth_er 
places, owing to local customs., or perhaps to unpleasant 
memories connected with previous paper money, they 
are not easily accepted by the people, �ut as the fame 
and credit of the Bank is rapidly extending, good 
progress is being made in this respect. Dollar notes are 
now currently used in Manchuria and even in far 
Mongolia. There is a� times a wish in certain quarters 
to rush things and is�ue doJiar notes everywhere with 
the object of ousting foreign notes; not so much for 
pecuniary profit, but rather as a matter of national 
dignity and faces. However, thanks to the cool headed 
men now at the helm, a more cautious policy has pre-· 
vailed so far and offices do not issue notes before there 
is a fair chance of their �eing · w�lcome. 
-24-
In branch offices where the issue of notes is 
authorized, it is done by the office itself, not by 'the 
Headquarters ; but each office redeems at. sight the 
not.es of all the others. In this case there is necessarily 
a .certain discount which varies with the distances, the . 
cost of transportation of species, and other influences. 
H·ankow notes for instance, are often pre�ented for 
c�sh payment in Peking, and the discount is 1/2 °/:/ 
Moreover, Hankow Tael notes would have to be con­
verted from Hankow Taels inte Peking Taels at the 
market rate, and this is certainly a source of profits. 
For Shanghai notes ( if there were any), the discount 
would probably be 1 ¼, and for Chungking notes a 
geod deal more. 
It is difficult to know the exact quantity of notes in 
circulation; but a statement of the Bank on the 12th. 
February 1907 gives the liabilities on account of: Ca­
pital, Deposits, Accumulat�d profits, Patriotic Fund, and 
Note issue, as (in round number): Tls. 23,800,000. 00 
If we deduct the known liabilities : 
Capital Tls. 2,000,000. 
Deposits, about 20,000�000. 
Profits, ab�ut 400,000. 
Patriotic Fund, about 400,000. 22,800,000:00 
the difference . Tis. I ,000,000.00 
represents the unknown liability, and we may consider 
as pretty certain that in February 1907 the notes in 
circulation did not exceed one million Taels, and were 
probably less.' 
In Peking the notes are readily accepted by the 
Hongkong and Shanghai Bank and others. When a 
Foreign bank holds a certain quantity of them, say 2 
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or 3000 Taels' worth, it sends them, not to the Ta 
Ch'ing Bank for redemption in silver, but to some 
smelting house ( Lu Frng ), with which the foreign 
bank has an account, to be entered to its credit ; this 
saves trouble and, perhaps, does away with the risk 
of loss by differences in the quality of silver. 
Cash notes are not issued directly by the Ta 
Ch'ing Bank but by the Fu Tung; they are favorably 
considered by the public. The amount in circulation 
is not known, but as there is a number of competing 
establishments .in every part of the city, some with a 
very good credit, the official issue is evidently limited. 
In this respect again the Metropolis was in a sad 
plight: not only did the hundreds of cash shops issue 
notes without any restriction, but also the thousands 
of grain shops, tabacco shops, oil shops, and many 
others, some with hardly any capital beyond that ne ... 
cessary to pay the printer. Needless to say, forged 
notes were almost as comrnun as genuine ones and it 
was every one's business not to be caught. Although 
the notes were supposed to represent coin payable at 
sight, they had their own rate of exchange, distinct 
from the rate for coins and with differences, someti­
mes, of I or 2 °/o above, or 7 or 8 °/o below. If they 
were accepted by some shop other than the issuer, 
this, of course, did not go without a heavy discount .. 
There again the Ta Ch'ing Bank has to be careful 
in fighting the abuses; a sudden cleaning up would 
cause a revolution, but gradual steps are taken : at its 
instigation the following rules received the Imperial 
sanction on the I I th. March 1908 : 
I. None but banks, or cash· shops, will be allowed
to issue notes. 
-·2� -
z: A system of joint guarantee is instituted by which 
cash shops are formed in groups of four, each member 
of a group b�ing responsible for the three others. 
3. Cash amounting to go '"/o of the note issue is to
be kept in reserve. Below the proportion of 80 c/0, a 
fine equal to ten times the amount short will be 
inflicted. Issuing shop� which have no cash at all will 
be treated as ordinary thieves. 
Forgery of the Ta Ch'ing bank notes has naturally 
been attempted; the repression is severe. In one ins­
tance a gang of forgers were arrested in Tientsin. The 
leader, convicted, of having imitated the seal of the 
Bank and stamped notes with it, was sentenced to 
strangulation; and two o.thers to penal servitude for life. 
Trantaf'�1.-- of' Funds. 
The Bank has early turned its attention to the 
transfer of Government funds. It is a known fact that 
this has been for centuries. a source of abuses on the 
part of private banks : if money has to be remitted 
from, say, Canton to Peking, a certain quantity of 
silv.er, of weight and fineness unperfectly known in 
Peking, is handed in Canton to some native bank 
through which, after a gooJ deal of delay, it reaches 
destination. And as there is no reliable standard of 
weight, no possibility of comparing exactly what ·has 
been paid in Canton with what is received in the Ca­
pital, there are many complaints of shortness. The 
same is true as regards the purity of silver, and still 
more so. Sometime ago a certain southern Viceroy, 
disgusted with the numerous banking << squeezes» to 
which he had to submit, secretly· sent a deputy 
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of the diputy himself, and see how much had heen 
lost « by wear>> on the way. 
The Ta Ch'ing Bank has reformed to a great extent 
this �tate of affairs, at least at places where it is 
established. Millions pass annually through the Shang­
hai, Tientsin, Hankow, Ch'inan offices, in some cases 
without the charge of any commission, for instance 
when the money is to stay in the Bank as a deposit. 
Drafts on any of the larger cities of China may be 
bought at the Bank, which issues them on its own 
offices if such exist ; otherwise it gets the order filled 
by some other native establishment. 
Some transactions take place betueen the Ta Ch'ing 
and Foreign Banks or other firms but they are limited 
and will necessarily be so. as long as China's banking 
, and commercial legislation is not more complete. 
Questions of non payment, protests of drafts, etc., 
occur sometimes and can only be settled by long and 
laborious negotiations between the Chinese officials 
and the Consuls of the Foreigners concer�ed. 
Deposits. 
We may safely say that official diposits are the 
principal source of profits, the real backbone of the 
Bank. 
This department has shown since the beginning a 
very regular increase ; the total amounts, ( including· 
private deposits), as stated in official reports and me­
morials, were, in round numbers : 
January 1906. K.P. Taels 7,000,000. 
August 1 1,000,000. 
February 1907. 20,000,000. ( 1) 
I am told that over go 0/c of these are puplic funds, 
(1) Verbal information from an officer of the Bank gives the
total deposits at the end of 1907 to be over 3o million Taels. 
, 
' 
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and it is quite likely as, in China where interest runs 
high, private individuals would hardly consider suf­
ficient the. comparatively low interest allowed. It is 
said also that no interest is paid on 5o °lo at least of 
the Government's deposits in exchange for certain fa­
cilities or ·work done free of charge by the Bank. 
Where do these funds come from, what depart­
ments or Ministries? What proportion of them is 
current account, and what is fixed deposit?· So many 
questions which may not b,e answered at present . 
Funds for the payment of certain foreign loans, ·etc., 
lie for some time time in the Bank before maturity ;­
�ertain Government establishments have there their 
current account, such _is the Shanghai Arsenal with, 
�n 1906, over a million Taels to its credit;- Customs 
�eceipts in certain places are there deposited, ·awaiting 
.t:'emittance ;- Some of the Ministries in Peking have 
at least part of their funds in the Bank, principally, of 
course, the Ministry of Finance with over three milljon 
Taels of fixed deposits. 
The Bank is endeavouring to develop this branch 
of.its business but a good deal of opposition comes 
from the Provinces, where official funds may be depo� 
sited in private banks at higher rates of interest ; and 
this interest is not necessarily reported to the Central 
Government, but is more likely to go towards meeting 
local expenditure. 
The yearly rates of interest allowed by the Bank are : 
On current account 2°/
::,
• 
On 6 months' deposit 5¼. 
On 1 2 >) >) 6 ° / . 
Loan8. 
As regards security for_ loans, the Bank is rather 
incli))ed to be on the .safe side, even when dealing 
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with officia'ls of Yery high rank; the case already refer­
red t◊- with the powerful Viceroy of a rich. Province ! is 
an exemple. · 
·. Lo.ans may be _granted on: 
1. Personal ·securit), without the· pledge of any
specified property. Such loans are often made to mer,. 
chants of first class standing; the) rarely exceed a term 
of three month , but may usually be renewed. 
z. Merchandise security, mostly piece · go.ods, or
shares, such as « China .Merchants " ; . ( but not on the 
Bank' sown shares). 
.3. Mortgage security. These seem to be freq.uently 
granted to new railway companies, sometirnes for as 
long as 5 years, and at the low rate of 6 °lo per annum. 
Patriotism .certainly underlies these last named loans. 
Some business is also done in private mortga-ges, but 
the Bank does not care for it as the value of land is 
too uncertain and difficult to realize. 
An advance, or loan, of 4,500, ooo Taels was 
n�a�e in 1907 for the Whangpoo Conservancy works 
at Shanghai ; - the same year another two million 
Taels ( now repaid) were advanced for the relief of the 
Newchwang market in time of panic (1); - different 
amounts . are invested in the Shanghai-N anking, 
Peking-Kalgan, Tientsin-P'uk'<;>w, and. other rail-ways. 
The banking law just promulgated (February 1908). 
though allowing the Bank to buy only such property 
as it requires for its own use, does .not forbid, or even 
put stringent restrictions, on, mortgage loans, a�d 
this in the future might. become a weak point: with 
an increased amount of notes in circulation, or of 
(1} Compare with the action of Shansi bankers on similar 
occasions.' 
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private deposits, the possibility of lending on mortgage 
at, say Io °lo , capital which costs next to nothing, 
would be a strong temptation, and one might forget 
that mortgage money is tied up, whereas the Bank's 
liability on notes or current accounts is repayable at �ight. 
But no doubt the Authorities must be given time to con­
sider th�se questions in details. For the present, consi­
dering the principal source of deposits and the small 
quantity of notes issued, the Bank's policy is sound. 
Savings' Dank Department, 
On the proposal of the Ministry of Finance the 
creation of a Savings' bank department has just received 
the Imperial sanction ( 4 th. May 1908 ). 
This department is to be started with a capital of 
100,.000 K�u p'ing Taels, under the direction of .an 
officer detached from the Ta Ch'ing Bank. 
Patriotic 8ub.8crlptton ( Kuo Min Chiian ) 
At the end of 1905 a public subscriptions wa.s 
originated for the purpose of paying off the Foreign 
indemnities ; patriotism was then at its height, and 
wonderful hopes were entertained as to the possibility of 
getting rid within a very short time of foreign c.laims. 
Similar attempts have failed elsewhere, and China was 
also to find out that, for a sentiment, men more readily 
sacrifice their lives than their money; the first patriotic 
impulse . soon died out and the monthly subscription 
dwindled next to nothing. In May 1908 the total 
amounts to some 41 3,ooo Taels, which is far short of 
the 400 odd millions wanted. 
On the recommendation of the Ministry of Finance 
an Imperial Edict has now closed the subscription, and 
the Bank is ordered to refund the subscribers if they 
\Vish it. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 
The policy of the Bank is progress and patriotism. 
Not the sort _of progress often met with which consists 
in wearing a foreign· cap and blowing the smoke of a 
foreign cigar into your neighbour's face; and not the 
patriotism of fiery speeches or contract breaking. The 
Bank's progressive ideas are exhibited by an intense 
desire to learn� they have made a study of all the similar 
establishments in Europe and America, and one may 
be astonished at the rapidity with which they have 
grasped the new science ; tornplicated questions 
relating to exchange, reserves, ready convertibility of 
assets, etc., are well understood -and discussed with 
intelligence. 
Another sure sign of progress is their call for 
criticism; as one of the managers s�id: «We are dissa­
tisfied with the shareholders because they never show 
_dissatisfaction; they content themselves with a good 
dividend and never take the· trouble to criticise our 
methods or offer any suggestions>). 
The Bank's patriotic spirit is fairly' well illustrated 
by the following declaration of the Chairman at the first 
General Meeting: «Our object is not simply to pay rich 
·dividends to the State or to private individuals; what
we want most is to strengthen the State's credit and
the Nation's commercial health».
This sort of patriotism is quite consistent with an
attitude of genuine friendliness towards Foreigners, as
I have had occasion to personally experience.
Whatever may have been the suspicion entertained
by the people, especially the merchants, at the be.ginning,
- 32
public opinion is now very much in fa':our of the new 
institution, and chats on the subject 'with merchant 
elicited generally a great deal of enthousiasm and pride 
on th_eir p�rt about their own Chinese �ank on _Foreign 
_lines. 
That the Bank is not doing yet a very large �mount 
of private business, is not nec�ssadly a sign of di"strust, 
but- the Chinese are ·slow and it will take them some 
little _ time to part with old custom and adopt. new 
ways; the sy.stem of documentary drafts, for in.stance, 
which is being introduced, is acknowledged by them a� 
affording unknown facilities, but they object to it on 
the ground of some deep and complicated question of
((face» which is difficult to remove, and for that reason 
Shanghai is the only place where the system has taken 
at all so far. 
The shares of the Bank ( So Taels paid up) have 
_ranged for_ the last few i11onths between 95 and I o5 Taels. 
And la�tly, how wbuld the Ta Ch'ing Bank compare 
•with others as regards fair dealing and trustworthiness:?
If an opinion may be allowed, I would say that, bearing
in mind personal obs�rvation with three le.ading esta:-­
blishments of different nationalities ( in one case inside
observation), I consider that the Ta Ch'ing Bank is
certainly, at present, up to the high standard of honesty
set up by its s·eniors, the Foreign institutions.
PEKING, MAY 1908. 
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APPEND 
TO THE « NOTE ON THE T A-CH
1
ING BANK» 
When the above were written I was fortunate 
enough to receive communication of a long and compli­
tated document, a sort of balance sheet at the end of 
the Chinese year, ( 1st. February 1908) from which 
I extract the following figures : 
In other bank:,;, 
c< Lu Fang,, etc. Tis. 2. '27)0,024.006 Tl�: 3.94 l ,500.830 
LOAN�. Tl�: 21,078.108.iM 
MORTGAGES: Tls: I 0.985,44:�. 981 
CURRENT ACCOUNTS I>E BTOR: Tis: 908,099. �76 
BTLL 
Document�ry Tis. 488,646.7GI 
Others: 873.681.148 Tis: 1,362,327.909 
' HEAL PROP8RTY: Th:: 296,982.698 
CAPITAL: Tis: 2,000,000.000 
CURRENT ACCOUNTS CREDITOR: T·ls: 10,166,695. ( .28 
FIXED DEPOSITS : Tis: 23.138,016.915 
CO BANK OTES : Tis: 2,961,524.154 
DRAFTS: Tis: 597,988.507 
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: INTER'1�STS R.ECEI VEI;). 
On Joans Tis: 1,345,142,803 
011 mortgages Tis : 597,656.352� I Olher Tl�: 274,105.385 Tl�: 2.216,904.540 
::. :, UOMMISSIO� ON DRAFTS: Tlf:: 144, ?42 4-�8 I 
� j GAi'.', BY EXCHA�GE: Tl!,':: 82.:-l75 001 
� 
SD:',DR18S: Tl�: 3:U4:1.n� 
, WORKI�G gxr:>r1j\'�RS: Tl:-;: 212.182.000 
lNTf�RE�T PAil): Tis: 1,321, 1 52.517 
.::::i 00\HHSSTO� O\.J' DfUFTS: Tis: 9,:125.000 
SU�DHY AMORl'IZE�1E1NTS: rrl:-.: 37,901.883 
OTllfm 8XPP,'.'{SES: Tls: 3,163.385 
( No attempt is made to find a balance ; some n�ino r 
items of the Chinese text are purposely left out here 
as they are not quite cle�r owing to differences in the 
rendering of accounts by the branch offices. ) 
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